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GHANA-EU Interim Economic Partnership Agreement (EPA) 

2nd GHANA-EU EPA Committee 

29th November 2019 

Brussels, Charlemagne Building 

AGREED MINUTES 

The second meeting of the EPA Committee under the Interim Economic Partnership Agreement 

(EPA) between Ghana and the EU was held in Brussels on 29th November 2019. 

Opening ceremony 

1. In her opening remarks, Ms Helena Konig, Deputy-Director General of Trade, European

Commission, emphasized her satisfaction that EPA implementation was now picking up

steam and that the Parties were making progress with regard to key provisions such as

liberalisation and Rules of Origin. Ms Konig also expressed her hope that the EPA will

become a platform for dialogue between the parties, on all matters related to trade and

sustainable development.

2. In his opening remarks, Hon. Alan Kyerematen, Minister of Trade and Industry of Ghana,

explained that Ghana and the EU were entering into a new phase of their partnership,

now that effective liberalization under the EPA will start in Ghana. The Minister also

highlighted that under the Ghana Beyond Aid strategy, Ghana was looking to mobilize

aid more strategically, towards diversifying its economy and increasingly shifting to

trade and investment instead of aid.

Adoption of the Agenda 

3. The Agenda was adopted.

Presentation of the final market access offer and liberalisation schedule and update on 

internal preparation for first round of liberalisation in 2020 

4. Ghana presented its market access offer and schedule to the meeting. The EU confirmed

that the liberalisation schedule is in line with the options discussed during the technical

discussions between the EU and Ghana. The EPA committee endorsed the full market

access offer and schedule. The Market Access Offer is annexed to the minutes.

Liberalisation will start in the first quarter in 2020. Starting with 2021, liberalisation will

take place on 1st of January of each year indicated in the schedule.
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